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EMANUELE BUSNELLI-FABIO BABINI AND SPEZZ WIN FINAL ROUND ON CIRCUIT
OF IMOLA
TARGA TRICOLORE PORSCHE REWARDS CHAMPS

Imola, Bologna(Italy), October 5, 2014, 06.10.2014, 11:13 Time

USPA NEWS - Busnelli and Babini (Ebimotors) are the absolute dominators of the "200 Miglia" while "Spezz" claims victory in GT3
Cup Trophy. An incredible race from start to finish in which the Ebimotors team had no rivals. They finished the race under the
3 hour time limit, in 2 hrs. 8 minutes.

A new record in this "classic" season final. After obtaining pole position the two drivers of the Ebimotors team take a huge lead on the
rest of the field, Ghezz-Mengozzi (Autorlando) and Pezzucchi-Zamuner (Krypton Motorsport), with the last, out of race due to engine
failure.
The most exciting experience is the battle in the GT3 Cup Trophy class between Livio Selva and Christian Passuti (Ebimotors) and
Luca and Nicola Pastorelli (Krypton Motorsport) while championship title goes to "Spezz". Livio Selva wins the race and championship
in GT3 r013 class by just one point over the Pastorelli's. On the other hand, "Spezz", pole-man, had to catch up with Comi (Ghinzani
Arco Motorsport) who was author of a perfect start but after 3 laps was over taken by Spezz that takes the lead and goes on to finish in
first place.

In GT2 r2 Class the championship victory goes to Vittorio Bagnasco, Nicola Bravetti and Bashar Mardini for GDL Racing in the
Porsche 997 Cup S but not without suffering. The team was forced to make an interminable pit stop for 8 laps to solve a technical
problem. Nevertheless, the crew managed to put the car back on the track and the drivers pushed to their limit finishing the race in 9th
place over-all.
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